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Abstract: A Mass Customisation model is discussed as a competitive positioning strategy 

in the marketplace adding value to the customer’s end-use. It includes the user as part of the 

construction process responding to the customer’s demands and wishes. To the present day, 

almost all proposals for Mass Customisation have been focused on the design phase and 

single family houses. The reality is that the processes carried out in the work execution are 

so inefficient that the costs of the Mass Customisation models are assumed by the customer 

and they do not offer solutions that support the change management. Furthermore, this 

inefficiency often makes Mass Customisation unfeasible in terms of deadlines and site 

management. Therefore, the present proposal focuses on achieving the paradigm of Mass 

Customisation in the traditional residential construction complementary to the existing 

proposals in the design phase. All this through the proposal of a framework for the integral 

management in the work execution, which will address change management introduced by 

the users offering an efficient and productive model that reduces costs in the process. This 

model will focus on the synergy between different strategies, techniques and technologies 
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currently used in the construction management (such as Lean Construction or Six Sigma), 

together with, other strategies and technologies that have proven to be valid solutions in 

other fields (such as Business Process Management, Service Oriented Architecture, etc.). 

Keywords: mass customisation; construction management; efficiency; change management; 

integration; BPM; Lean Construction; six sigma; SOA 

 

1. Introduction: Mass Customisation in Housing Market 

Mass Customisation is emerging as an inevitable strategy to ensure competitiveness in a  

customer-oriented market [1], this means to satisfy more closely the individual wants and needs of the 

customers, by providing a wide variety of options and individual customisation at prices comparable to 

standard goods [2]. So, mass customization is the capability to integrate these varieties derived from the 

individual customer’s needs and the efficiency of standard mass production [3,4]. Specifically, in the 

Spanish housing sector the need of adopting competitive strategies oriented to the prospective buyer is 

more pronounced due to the current economic slowdown, the sharp drop in activity and the oversupply 

in dwelling that difficulty the home sales. The strong adjustment of the sector, the high number of 

dwellings in stock, the largest social requests from the future users and the increased normative 

requirements, especially in terms of sustainability, safety and quality in buildings, address companies to 

the imminent need of being reinforced to compete in the market [5]. Facing this new development, 

enterprises need to be positioned in the market through a differentiation with competitors by implementing 

new ways to add value to their offers [6]. Through the offer of Mass Customisation in the property 

development, value-added services are created replying to the need of some potential customers who are 

changing the way they used to buy, integrating customer into the process. So a new agile and flexible 

approach is needed not only to satisfy the initial customers’ requirements, but also to provide a greater 

ability to adapt to their needs as they evolve [7] with the same cost as in mass production [8]. 

However, the barriers to achieving this approach in the field of building and construction are high. At 

the same time that enterprises are forced to react to the growing individualization of demand, the 

increased pressure of competitors and the financial conditions of the market dictate the need of shorter 

construction time, reduction in total costs and higher production quality. Companies must adopt 

strategies that include both cost efficiency and a closer relationship to the customer’s needs [9]. This 

need of efficiency in building costs is one of the principal barriers to Mass Customisation, as it leads to 

increased material costs, higher manufacturing costs, lower on time deliveries, increased level of needed 

inventory for every variant of Customisation and reduction in product quality [1]. These increases in 

costs cannot be absorbed by customers who usually expect individualized products at the same price as 

they would pay for mass-produced items [10]. 

Besides the increase in cost, Mass Customisation accompanies problems related to term, due to the 

fact that identical houses cannot be produced. Construction firms require more time to carry out the site 

works for not being totally familiarity with the plans, owing the variability of them from some property 

to another [11]. 
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Furthermore, Ph.D. Noguchi describes in “ZEMCH Research Initiatives: Mass Customisation and 

Sustainability” [12] the additional obstacles related to customisation in property developments, such as 

lack of pilot housing, more complexity in communication, greater chance of material delays, and 

disadvantages in negotiations with subcontractors. 

Another obstacle attributed to the housing customisation is the delay in the buyer decision making, a 

fact that can cause delays in the planning of works [13]. Also the risk of doubtful customers and changes 

in opinion derived from the array of choices. 

In addition, this flexibility and variability increase the complexity of the management and the 

execution of the whole process given that the diversity of options may exceed the capacity of the 

organization to manage works efficiently. 

Currently, construction companies do not have information systems to address efficiently the 

management of Mass Customisation in site. This obstacle is compounded by the inefficiency in 

productivity indexes that has been dragging the industry in the last years, in comparison with other 

sectors of the Spanish economy. 

Consequently of the foregoing and considering the current situation of low profit margins, the main 

barrier to adopt Mass Customisation in housing is the lack of a structured system to help the site 

management efficiently, minimizing the extra costs, the deviations in schedules, the materials delays and 

the uncertainty in the planning. Therefore, the short-term challenge for the industry is to increase 

efficiency by reducing these barriers at the same time the communication and negotiations are improved 

bringing simplicity to the management, and providing added value to the product. 

This requires the adoption of a new management model that makes feasible Mass Customisation in 

property developments, allowing the satisfaction of the customer requirements, thus accentuating the 

competitive advantage of firms. 

At the present time there are proposals with large repercussion to reinforce company competitiveness, 

and then overcome the main barriers to adopt the Mass Customisation. They are mainly centred on 

solving the inefficiency in cost and time of the construction works, while they focus on meeting the 

customers’ needs. To develop and emphasize the competitive advantage of a corporation some 

construction companies are starting to carry out relevant business management strategies to strength 

their position in the market. One of the most emerging approach to improve organizational effectiveness 

is the application of Lean Philosophy [14] to construction, which is consider as a part of a “cost 

leadership [15]” competitive strategy [16] that maximize customer value while minimizing waste. Also 

another upward trend to increase productivity is the implementation of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) as a competitive approach that is increasingly being used in the construction industry [17]. 

Several options of specific software for the works are available to increase productivity in the 

construction process (e.g., software for quality control, planning, project based accounting, etc.). Also 

software tools of enterprise performance systems (ERP) or customer relationship management (CRM), 

among others, are implemented by many companies. 

Therefore to exploit the whole potential of each specific proposal it should be approached in a holistic 

solution [18], avoiding the technological waste with the “point solutions” for each stage of the 

construction process and looking for a well-suited solution to construction [19,20]. Accordingly, to get 

a holistic solution in the site execution, the main novelty lies in using for the first time, Business Process 

Management (BPM) in construction, in particular to provide an integrated management model by using 
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BPM as a backbone solution. BPM is an evolving trend in management science whose effectiveness has 

been commonly demonstrated in other fields such as the industry sector, banking, retail, government, 

and health care. The importance of BPM is confirmed by the existence of specialized international 

journals (e.g., the Business Process Management Journal), conferences (e.g., the Business Process 

Management Conference) and courses institutionalized at several universities [21]. This is a powerful 

instrument to gain competitive advantage through a holistic process-oriented view [22] based on the ICT 

to automate or support processes and their lifecycle. This holistic view can involve a lot of management 

disciplines and techniques (such as lean, Six Sigma, lean, ERP, Service Oriented Architecture SOA, and 

other enablers [23]) and embraces parts of management, like Change management, Information 

Technology (IT) management, Project management and deals with suppliers, customers, employees, 

etc.… [22]. BPM is a comprehensive approach to process improvement and it is focused on integrating, 

aligning, managing and measuring all the business processes of an organization. It is an inclusive 

approach of other approaches, it includes the application of all the other available methods (Process 

Excellence, Performance Improvement, Six Sigma, Business Process Reengineering, Lean, Business 

Process Engineering, Customer Expectation Management) [24]. BPM is the synthesis and extension of 

several technologies and techniques into a unified whole, a new foundation upon which to build 

sustainable competitive advantage [25]. Therefore our proposal lies in an integrated solution that 

embraces all the earlier proposals that allow Mass Customisation, while provides continuous 

improvement, customer satisfaction and constructive sustainability. 

The rest of the paper is structured in the following way: In Section 2 a review and analysis about the 

state of art of the research proposals and related works is done; in Section 3 the research methodology 

is explained;, in Section 4 the problems and weaknesses associated with the current process are 

described; in Section 5 partial solutionsare presented and the integrated management model proposed; 

in Section 6 an use case implementation and validation is defined,and finally in Section 7, the main 

contributions and main conclusions of the research and the way forward for future research are presented. 

2. The State of the Art in Mass Customisation Applied to Construction Industry 

Nowadays, there are several proposals that suggest the implementation of Mass Customisation inside 

the construction industry. One of the most cited authors in the field, Ph.D. Masa Noguchi [26], highlights 

the importance of Mass Customisation in the industrialized housing as a marketing strategy to solve 

customer dissatisfaction inside the Asian real estate market. Noguchi focuses on resolving the customer 

dissatisfaction through various customisation options. By offering customers the opportunity to express 

their specific needs with a support system for decision making in customizing homes. Based on online 

information technologies, Noguchi’s approach provides the necessary support, with the available 

solutions and the estimated costs of the choices. This option is only available for prefabricated homes, 

so what about the traditional construction? In this way, the author [11] also introduces the implementation 

of Mass Customisation in traditional construction projects, but this time the newness consists in the 

application of a communication system that allows users to take part in the customisation of their homes. 

In the same way, other authors [27] suggest that customers are involved in their housing customisation 

through a support system for decision-making according to their preferences using a hybrid approach, 

that combines case-based reasoning (CBR) and genetic algorithm (GA). Through this system the 
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possibility of customer dissatisfaction with the final product is reduced, solving the problems caused by 

inexperience for decision making cost-quality of the chosen option, or by discrepancies between 

expectations and final outcome of the house. 

Also other researches [28] improve the customer participation by encouraging the exchange of 

information through an interactive models for customers that include BIM (Building Information 

Modelling) technology. With this approach they incentivize customer satisfaction while gaining the 

benefits of using BIM (Building Information Modelling) technology, as getting a better integration of 

data, fewer mistakes and inconsistencies in the projects. In addition to this, through the BIM system can 

be extracted 2D drawings and 3D models from any point of view, reducing time, work and mistakes that 

come from project modifications. 

Although all these solutions improve customer satisfaction, giving them the opportunity to participate in 

the design process by customizing the house according to one’s preferences, they provide a partial solution 

because customers are only involved in the design phase but they are not in the construction phase. So in 

none of them is proposed an integrated solution to the problems of efficiency in traditional construction. 

Related to this another paper [29] presents an improvement, through the implementation of a 

production model that includes three sets, a design system, a construction system and a computer system, 

based on the codification of prefabricated building systems. The integration is achieved through a tool 

to visualize solutions and the automatic generation of the required information in the production phase. 

They present an integral system based on technology that speeds up the construction process while 

providing customer satisfaction, without increased cost. Nevertheless they offer a partial solution 

because it is only oriented to a prefabrication business model and actually not in traditional construction. 

In addition, it is only available for a modular design. Also the building system outlined in the paper 

follows a procedure not a customer oriented process. It is not process oriented and there is a delinking 

between process and technology. 

As well, some authors [30] propose the use of technology to overcome the disadvantages arising from 

the Mass Customisation, such us increased manufacturing cost, fewer on-time deliveries, low supplier 

delivery performance, and increased order response time, increased material costs and reduction in 

product quality. To reduce these shortcomings and the bad influence on the construction costs they use 

information technology (IT) to give speed to the process, accessibility and exchange of information.  

By the use of a system called FIS—Finishing Information System, they improve the productivity in 

housing construction, minimizing the additional manpower due to the use of Mass Customisation, 

improving the efficiency of communication between providers and consumers, even if the process 

participants are geographically separated. 

Although the proposal demonstrates the adequacy of Information Technology (IT), it is thus important 

to note that it is not focused on process management or the continuous improvement processes, neither are 

they measured. In addition to this there aren’t defined actors and the functionalities are not established. 

Despite all the literature reviewed for Mass Customisation applied to construction, the mostly 

analysed solutions focus their interest on the design phase. Thus, they do not do in the site execution 

phase. Also hardly any of them are centred on a technological solution. And the ones that take advantage 

of ICT’s do not offer an integral management system to solve the problems that impede to achieve Mass 

Customisation in the field, such as the lack of business strategies that allow better efficiency in operations 

and people involved in them using technology holistically. 
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3. Research Methodology 

Based on the analysis performed in the previous sections, it has been identified the need to propose a 
comprehensive model for the execution of the works oriented towards mass customisation. It allows 
achieving a strategic position in the market and satisfying customer needs by adding value to the product. 
At the same time, the necessary requirements to achieve this model were identified, obtained from 
observation, experience and analogy to other areas where similar problems have occurred. The synergy 
between the different management strategies, that are identified, together with ICTs will be the key factor 
to achieve these requirements. 

To carry out the proposal it has been followed a research methodology based on business process 
management [31–33]. Process management is a strategy for structuring a complex process into a 
sequence of tasks understood as actions that transform inputs into some other output elements. This 
transformation must be aligned with previously defined goals, which are considered as strategic, to meet 
some needs or gaps identified in the environment. In this way, the defined process will achieve the object 
model of this work in a systematic way, selecting the most appropriate techniques and tools to meet the 
objectives and thus solving the problems identified. In the proposed methodology, each of the tasks 
identified represents a stage of the investigation, and these will have associated one or more scientific 
methods as described below. 

The proposed research methodology is based on Eriksson-Penker formal notation [34]. It is an 
extension of UML for the representation of business processes that is characterized for being very intuitive 
and easily understood by all the stakeholders involved in the process. This is a notation that facilitates 
the understanding of the problem and its subsequent analysis to identify a solution according to the objectives. 

Specifically, from the starting hypothesis Figure 1 shows the main process carried out in the research, 
where the input element (<<input>>) represents current models of mass construction. This <<input>> 
must be transformed through this design process into a building model oriented towards mass 
customization (<<output>>), meeting the requirements identified above and which now represent the 
strategic objectives that will guide the research process (<<goals>>). 

 

Figure 1. Modelling of value added design construction system process through  

Eriksson-Penker notation. 
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To perform the transformation to achieve the objectives established, must be identified the controllers 

(<<Control>>) and facilitators (<<supply>>) needed to guide this transformation. Particularly, these 

elements represent strategies, paradigms, techniques and technologies that will be integrated into our 

proposal. To facilitate its identification from a better comprehension of the problem, processes can be 

divided into sub processes or tasks. In our case a first division has been required as illustrated in Figure 2. 

The resulting sub processes are, in first place, the sub process “identification of the construction site 

problems”, focused on locate those general problems of mass construction current models that impede 

the achievement of the goals of the main process. In second place the sub process “partial solutions 

analysis”, centered on the identification and analysis of solutions to the problems identified in the 

previous sub process. And finally, the sub process “integration of solutions” focused on obtaining an 

integral solution to the problem. 

 

Figure 2. Modelling of value added design construction system sub processes through 

Eriksson-Penker notation. 

In the following sections and using this methodology, will be developed each mentioned sub process, 

justifying the achievement of the general and particular goals and describing the actions performed to 

obtain the proposed model. 

4. The Analysis of the Construction Site Problems 

As we have specified before, one of the main barriers for adopting Mass Customisation as a 

competitive strategy in the sector is the increase in uncertainty, complexity, cost and time. These 

inconveniences are further compounded by the already low standards of efficiency and productivity that 

the sector is dragging in recent years. Compared with the traditional manufacturing industry, the 

construction sector has a 30% of less productivity levels [35] even though it sets up as a key sector within 

the framework of the Spanish economy. It reached at its peak the 11% of Spanish Gross Domestic 

Product GDP [36]. 
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4.1. Identifying the Causes of Such Problems 

These shortcomings in productivity and efficiency levels produce a significant increase in 

construction costs, due mainly to some causes that have their origin in the business organization such us 

obsolete management models, lack of business integration, improvisation in strategic decisions or search 

for short-term benefit. Some of them are a result of the real estate boom experienced by companies 

during the housing bubble [35]. Therefore, to be successful, the construction companies need to 

supplement their current short term approaches with more long term strategies [37,38] and move from 

traditional models management to advanced models management, based on the inter-and intra-enterprise 

integration [39] that respond to the new situation of the sector. Through better business integration and 

organizational structured models it is possible to take full advantage of functional synergies and reduce 

costs. With a systematic organization structure that takes into account the capabilities of stakeholders 

and the environment, avoiding making decisions by relying exclusively on intuition or experience. 

Besides the business causes that promote low levels of productivity, mostly of the problems come from 

people who participate in the process. The construction works are characterized by the concurrence of variety 

of firms and participants. These problems appear mainly in two kind of agents: Contractors-subcontractors 

and workmanship [40]. On the one hand, they talk about the necessity of eliminating the adversity and 

competition atmosphere, that it is usually generated because of the war costs generated between 

subcontractors and their low involvement in the project. On the other hand, they point the low level of 

specialization and experience of the sector’s manpower. Also they stipulate that the successful key is to 

become the adversity tendency between different parties, in adaptations and collaborations for mutual 

success, and to implement security and training oriented programs for all the workers. Related to the 

lack of formation also it can be included as human causes the unstructured traditional works prone to 

improvisation, without a systematized procedure [41]. Besides to this, they state the human causes that 

promote low productivity as lack of involvement, poor worker performance, low motivation, 

absenteeism, turnover and changes in the work teams, insufficient space to do their jobs efficiently, and 

the presence of obstacles in workspaces. There are also quite frequent incidents during the course of the 

construction works, such as project changes during execution, design errors and re-works made by the 

repetition of activities badly performed [42]. 

As all they have suggested, the human causes have a huge impact in productivity. Furthermore this 

situation worsens because of the heavy dependence of the building sector on human resources rather 

than adopting advanced or automated technology [43]. 

Although technology is one of the greatest allies of the construction companies to improve the 

competitiveness of their business, the specific software for business management does not have much 

presence in the sector. Indeed, the large majority of the construction micro-enterprises (97.9%) do not have 

ERP software tools [44]. Furthermore, the ones that use them show up a technological waste because the 

ERP package can hardly meet the needs of the construction industry[45] because they come from another 

sector. Due to its manufacturing origin, none of the construction management modules of commercial 

ERP packages provided by software suppliers have been found suitable for construction firms [46]. 

Then also, the main technological trend in the sector is the use of management software focused only 

on specific tasks such as project planning and monitoring, cost control, risk management, scheduling, 

etc. [47]. Also the whole process is divided into many isolated stages such as design, tender, construction, 
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and maintenance, so the software applications used in each stage has led to the creation of “islands of 

automation”, i.e., incompatible hardware and software, because of the lack of attention given to the 

integration of these applications [48]. 

This fact favours the tightness of information, impeding information being transferred from one stage 

to another [49]. Besides this and related to the incompatibility problem mentioned earlier, there is a 

technological gap because of the lack of a standardised platform for information exchange that can 

facilitate the flow of information between incompatible hardware and software [50]. This technological 

gap promotes the existence of errors due to the inadequate, incomplete and outdated information that 

usually lead to delays and extra costs during the execution of a construction project [51]. About these 

extra time and cost of operations, in [52] is emphasised the current lack of discipline in planning and 

execution tasks, due to the flow variation that increases operating cycle times. And in this sense, it makes 

worse the coordination of interdependent disciplines or crafts with the consequent unneeded inventory 

or lack of materials that produce incompletions tasks, and again, errors requiring work to be redone and 

re-handly. As well there are other factors that also cause missed deadlines and increased cost because of 

the uncertainty in the building construction, and the shortage of tools to address this uncertainty and 

these changes in a flexible manner. Change is inherent in construction works [53] due to some 

peculiarities such as complexity and uncertainty [54] resulting from one-of-a-kind nature of projects, the 

production site, and the temporary multi-organization [55]. 

4.2. The Classification of the Causes 

Following the Leavitt [56] model classification the main factors involved in an organization and their 

interaction are distinguished. After that, it has been made a classification of the causes in order to help 

to identify the solutions. Then, all the previous causes that promote uncertainty, complexity, and 

deviations in cost and time, have been encompassed in four mainly groups of factors: Causes that have 

its origin in the structure or business organization, causes that have its origin in people who participates 

in the hole construction process, causes that have its origin in the applied technology and causes that 

have its origin in the tasks of the process. 

Furthermore these causes are aggravated on account of the lack of integration and interaction, 

hampering the improvement of competitiveness in construction. This interdependence is shown in some 

researches [51,57] where is stablished the four interacting components that make up an organization 

(task, structure, people and technology) and how the change in one them inevitably affect the other three. 

This synergy implies that major improvements are made by house building companies by focusing on 

all the interrelated actions areas. 

Therefore to reach the paradigm of Mass Customisation in building is necessary a comprehensive 

model that solves the requirements defined in Figure 3. To solve these causes is need competitive 

essential actions such as a change of mind, a shift toward process orientation and improved 

communications [51]. By encouraging better communication intra (inside organization level) and inter 

(customers-subcontractors and suppliers) companies with cohesive relationships based on trust, mutual 

commitment, understanding of each other’s individual expectations and an open book culture (open 

exchange of information), organizations remove problems about information and the bottleneck that can 

lead to delays and extra costs. Also some key drivers of change to solve problems of cost and time are: 
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Committed leadership, a focus on the customer, integrated processes and teams, a quality driven agenda 

and commitment to people. This last one also includes decent site conditions, care for the health and 

safety of the work force, including commitment to training for all participants in the process, involving 

everyone in sustained improvement and learning [58]. 

In this regard, some of the current new paradigms or technological solutions to achieve construction 

efficiency are only sub optimizing individual factors instead of optimizing the entire system [59]. Then, 

the expected benefits are not achieved because there is not a strategic vision in the organization or 

technology do not form an integral part of the organization business strategy [60]. Then, the appropriate 

way of implementing changes and innovation is enhancing the overall organizational performance [61], 

emphasizing a holistic model that includes innovation in business strategy, organization of work, 

technology, and people. So to take full advantage of functional synergies, changes cannot be done in 

isolation, it is necessary to develop a holistic system where the factors, structure, tasks, people and 

technology, are linked (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 3. The Classification of Causes. 

 

Figure 4. Requirements for Mass Customisation Feasibility. 
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5. An Integral Management Model for the Works Execution Oriented towards  

Mass Customisation 

Within the construction field, there are different novel proposals that are focused on some of the 

objectives identified above. However, it comes to independent and partial solutions that do not offer an 

integral solution, which contains wholly the above objectives (Table 1). Therefore, a general and integral 

model it is proposed to achieve new paradigms, like Mass Customisation, in construction. The proposal 

is based on the integration of the above solutions, which offer partial solutions to the considered problem, 

together with other proposals that have proven successful in other sectors to solve the rest of problems 

that impede achieving Mass Customisation. 

Table 1. Objectives Achieved with the Existing Techniques. 
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Lean Construction ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■        

Six Sigma ■ ■  ■ ■  ■   ■      

ICT’s         ■ ■ ■     

BPM ■ ■ ■ ■  ■ ■  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

One of the emerging mainstream approaches in the construction industry is the application of the 

Lean Construction philosophy, the new form of production management that comes from the 

manufacturing industry [14]. 

The aim of Lean Construction is to reconceptualise construction as flows to maximize customer value 

while minimizing waste, understanding waste [62] as any activity which absorbs resources but creates 

no value, such as mistakes which require rectification, processing steps which are not actually needed, 

movements of employees and transport of goods from one place to another without any purpose, groups 

of people in a downstream activity standing around waiting because an upstream activity has not 

delivered on time. Thus, Lean helps the firm to define customer value focusing on activities that add 

value, through standardizing the types of waste and offering best practices to remove waste. And 

therefore achieving, among other things, to reduce inventory and waiting times [63]. In addition, as it is 

established by Professor L. Koskela [54,55] other main focus of Lean Construction is to increase output 

value through systematic consideration of customer requirements, to reduce the cycle time, to simplify 
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by minimizing the number of steps, parts and linkages, to increase output flexibility, to increase process 

transparency, to focus control on the complete process, to build continuous improvement into the 

process, to balance flow improvement with conversion improvement and benchmark, and to reduce 

variability. Understanding as variability the construction uncertainties that produce late delivery of 

material and equipment, design errors, change orders, equipment breakdowns, tool malfunctions, 

improper crew utilization, labour strikes, environmental effects, accidents, and physical demands of 

work [64], to eliminate these variations and create workflow in a process is widely recognized the use 

of the LSS method [65]. Six Sigma is a statistical-based methodology that provides a structured 

framework to organize and implement strategic process improvement initiatives to attain reductions in 

process variability [66]. Within the construction industry, Six Sigma has been applied independently to 

improve the overall performance by reducing process variability in current construction operations [67]. 

Moreover it has been implemented as a quality initiative in traditional construction [68], increasing 

customer satisfaction and profitability by improving the quality of products [69]. Also it has been used 

for sustainability and quality improvement in prefabricated composite structures, applying Six Sigma to 

increase quality management while reducing the consumption of energy during construction, pollution, noise 

pollutions and waste [70]. Similarly, to reduce and eliminate waste in prefabricated residential construction, 

Lean principles and Six Sigma has been used by working in unison as an integrated model [71]. This 

combination of Lean tools and Six Sigma has been also applied in traditional construction, where each 

methodology complements the other, to eliminate waste and variations and create workflow [72,73]. 

Lean does not possess the tools to reduce variation and bring a process under statistical control, and in 

the same way, despite the fact Six Sigma offers a lot of gains alone the process would be slow and its 

costs will be too high. More specifically, lean benefit Six Sigma in the identification of waste providing 

the powerful value stream map tool that highlight waste and delays, while improve process speed or 

cycle time [74]. 

Despite the common factors and the synergy benefit, Lean mainly revolves about the relation between 

people and process but it does not on technology [75], in a similar way the use of IT in Six Sigma projects 

is often carry out with specific statistical software [76]. Therefore, despite the benefits obtained in the 

use of LSS, it is not resolved the gap in terms of integration with the other factors identified above 

technology, structure, people and structure. 

Furthermore, the introduction of these paradigms requires a great effort of change in thought and 

culture, in most cases made up for a change agent to facilitate its immersion[30]. There are other issues 

that do not cover the integration and agility to manage change. ICT misguided (BPR) can be 

counterproductive for achieving integration and agility (bottom-up approach). 

Moreover, ICT’s are presented as an indispensable facilitators that can help to achieve mass customisation 

in construction, by addressing some of the goals that have not been resolved by earlier paradigms such as the 

process automation, the technology integration, the support in decision making, etc. [77]. 

In other traditional sectors, there are now some proposals to implement strategies such as mass 

customisation [31], by using a set of paradigms and technologies oriented to solve some of the main 

obstacles that hamper the application in the construction industry. 

These paradigms and technologies are focused on getting flexible systems that allow adapting quickly 

the technology to the business processes of an organization, by proposing fully interoperable open 
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systems (such as Service Oriented Architecture SOA, Web Services and Restful or Enterprise Service 

Bus) [78–80]. 

In addition, they consider the reuse of legacy systems like the ones used today in construction, the 

implementation of which has involved high cost and should not be discarded if not transformed into 

elements with the necessary functionality to support the processes of the organization. 

Also the use of intelligent techniques based on semantic reasoning have brought great benefits to 

achieve mass customisation, enabling the automation of certain management steps like modelling (such 

as ontologies and associated techniques) [33]. 

BPM as the Backbone 

To meet the stated goals, it is necessary to join these views or partial solutions because when the 

integration is done properly, the benefits provided individually will be increased [71,72,81]. For this it 

is necessary to achieve the integration of all the factors and resources involved in the execution of the 

work. And also to be able to reach an agile change management, allowing the immediate alignment 

between the strategic objectives, the defined business processes to achieve those objectives and the 

technologies that support the execution of the processes. 

In this sense as the main novelty to cover these gaps, it is proposed the strategy Business Process 

Management (BPM) [82] to support the model which not only allows achieving those goals, but also 

enhancing the benefits obtained by the other proposals such as efficiency, productivity and agility 

(Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. BPM as the Backbone of the Four Interacting Factors in Organizations. 

BPM is a process-oriented business strategy focused on continuous improvement which includes IT 

as a fundamental element, unlike other strategies, filling the gap between business needs and IT 

capabilities [83], managing the complexity of the diverse inherited technology portfolio, creating 

transparency in the business environment and creating the agile link between business strategy and its 

execution [84]. All this is achieved in form of a continuous process management lifecycle [85], 

consisting of discovery, design, implementation, deployment, execution, interaction, control monitoring, 

analysis and optimization phases. 

Associated to the BPM movement has emerged a software solution focused on process management that 

supports the principles and the BPM lifecycle model, allowing the integration of people, systems and 
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suppliers, the automation and the processes collaboration. They are called the BPMS (Business Process 

Management System or Suite) [86]. The technological components linked to this system are shown in  

Figure 6 [25,82] and they are what give its key features and benefits: Monitoring and control the information 

of the key performance indicators process, to reduce costs by automating and improving processes in real 

time, to adapt processes to changes in an agile way, immediate deployment of process-centric applications, 

to carry out solutions that face up to the needs resulting from continuous change, and use the investments 

in existing IT. 

Taking as reference the BPM paradigm, whose life cycle will be supported by a BPMS system, the 

benefits of the solutions presented individually will increase [66,71,81]. The presented model is 

structured according to the top-down strategy by providing two levels, the level of management and the 

level of resources respectively, which will be connected through the BPM system (Figure 4). This 

approach is important because to achieve the proposed objectives it is necessary a complete 

understanding of the processes before being automated. 

 

Figure 6. A Construction Management Framework for Mass Customisation in Traditional Building. 

At the management level it is placed the work execution process architecture including process flow, 

the objectives to be achieved, the key performance indicators (KPIs) associated with the objectives of 

achievement measures, and the different stakeholders. 

The BPMS includes tools for modelling and to include the elements defined in the architecture. The 

processes are modelled using BPMN standard notation, specifying in each process or task how to 

calculate KPIs and where to get the data, and associating the actors that should or may perform the 
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different tasks to the BPMN model. BPMN is the standard notation for process modelling and that at 

any BPMS has a direct translation to the format that supports the processes execution, workflows owners or 

based on standards such as BPEL, BPEL4People and WS-HumanTask. Also BPMN is an understandable 

and intuitive notation based on flow charts, with a high degree of expressiveness that allows the process 

participants to understand how they should perform the tasks. The BPMS will support the processes 

included in this architecture that have been structured into three types, following any of the recommendations 

from some of the main authors [23,25,87] processes management, core and support processes. 

A key aspect of the proposed model is that it has been included within the layer of management 

processes the ones related to Lean Construction philosophies, Six Sigma in construction or LSS in 

construction that are focused on the processes efficiency of the organization. Specifically, are 

implemented as processes and procedures the different techniques and principles associated with these 

disciplines, such as Kaizen, Last planner system, statistical techniques or any other analysis technique 

for continuous improvement. 

One of the problems identified in the application of Lean and Six Sigma in the construction 

environment is the difficulty to assimilate the implementation of these philosophies, due to their high 

cultural dependence [30]. The automation of these principles and techniques with tools related to BPM 

will help to facilitate the inclusion. BPMS includes process execution engines and incorporates task 

managers that show the work to be done by each actor according to the running of the process flow, 

storing the relevant information and disposing of it in real time anytime and anywhere. Not only will 

this help to accelerate the process but also to know what to do, how, when, and how long (standardization 

of Lean) to each participant, both in terms of production processes and to apply continuous improvement 

techniques for the government of such processes. 

For example, the site manager will be guided by the Last Planner process to manage daily in an agile 

manner the project execution, assigning tasks every day and even changing that assignment, appearing 

instantly to every member of the affected team the process to perform, how and when. If a construction’s 

worker has allocated the paving execution of the houses on the first floor and each customer have chosen 

a different kind of pavement, in each case, it would appear the correct custom process that the worker 

should follow for put it in the more efficient manner, as well as the estimated time (tacktime in Lean). 

Finally, when he would have finished the task, would conclude the work indicating the completion of 

the task, and then, the time spent on it and the materials used would be recorded. This could lead to a 

request for material purchase depending on stock and needs, or a process improvement analysis if the 

time spent were far above the tacktime. Even, any worker could throw a proposal for improvement 

initiating the Kaizen process to analyse the proposal and carry it out. 

In the layer of core processes y support processes will be located the associated production processes 

of the value chain in the building execution and the processes that support the achievement of them, 

respectively. These processes will be designed according to the principles and techniques of Lean Six 

Sigma and BPM as it is shown in some studies [24,81] applied to the construction peculiarities. For 

example, standard processes based on the main guidelines and recommendations in the building 

execution field must be created to achieve greater efficiency. 

However, in contrast to what happened with the BPR paradigm, it is not about getting fixed and 

inflexible processes but rather the proposed model will include the variability among its principles, 

allowing in an agile way to adapt the processes to the specific objectives of the organization and its 
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continuous change through composition techniques included in BPM and related technologies like SOA 

and Web Services [78–80]. 

A further key and innovative aspect of the proposed model is the use of ontologies and semantic 

reasoners to streamline the generation of process modelling for the work execution. This issue directly 

affects the customisation efficiency, now that depending on customers choices, the appropriate processes 

to build the custom home will be generated connecting sub processes as if it were a puzzle. These 

processes will guide the work of other staff to avoid errors. These processes will be executed over the 

process engine or BPMS workflow, but to execute certain tasks or sub processes they must interact with 

external information systems that were presented as functional isolated islands within an organization, 

performing functions inside the process of the work execution. These systems are located in the resource 

layer of the model (Figure 6) and they will be exposed following the principles of SOA paradigm using 

Web Services technologies or ESB infrastructures. 

In this way is removed the stiffness of these systems and their functionalities, providing aspects such 

as reusability, interoperability and alignment with business processes that increase the efficiency of the 

model. And thus, to take advantage of the existing resources which have been a high cost for the 

organization. The BMPs include an integration module that allows these technologies to interoperate 

perfectly. In fact, although BPM and SOA have emerged as two independent approaches, today we have 

tested the benefit of the joint use of both philosophies. Another essential element in the model is the 

staff, which is directly involved in the process of building execution. 

BPMS provides several technologies that can be integrated into these processes. Firstly, technologies 

such as portals or ECM will allow different roles to perform several tasks associated with the process 

managing or human tasks that are a part of the process itself, as the buyer of the material. For it, it is 

proposed in the model the use of appropriate devices for the site features, where the use of devices such 

as mobile devices or google glass can be great allies. 

Finally, the BPMS includes a model that offers different technologies allowing the process 

performance measuring in real-time, and the variability of the results through the KPI’s defined. For the 

first case, this is where may be used Lean Construction techniques that would imply an improvement of 

the process. These indicators can be analysed manually by the person responsible, and this imply to 

throw one of the continuous improvement processes or may generate the execution of other processes to 

correct automatically possible deviations, as the application of material required. Another example 

would indicate when certain tasks are being diverted from planned tacktime.  

In the second case, the indicators would be generated using statistical methods Six Sigma to locate 

deviations in the result of processes, such as e.g., the execution of the interior woodwork. If abnormalities 

were detected, process would be launched immediately to analyse the causes and propose possible 

solutions. This would allow us to reduce the work performed during the realization of the processes of 

finished works. 

6. Use Case, Implementation and Validation 

The theory model obtained previously presents an ambitious proposal in a framework that serves as 

a reference for the integral management for the execution of the works orientated to the achievement of 

mass customisation. The development of this model is to obtain a realistic proposal will be realized in 
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different self-contained phases that by themselves contribute to achieving the efficient objectives and 

productivity and agile change management and integration. In concrete, in the present article it has been 

developed one use case of which the objective is the implementation of some representative techniques 

and principles defined in the model which permit reaching the strategic goals proposed. This relation is 

shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Relationship between objectives, principles and techniques and solutions. 

In concrete, the use case includes two types of processes widely related, the process of weekly 

planning which implements the phase of the short-term planning of the Last Planner and which is located 

in the layer of management and the process of flooring, located in the layer core processes. Both 

processes have been chosen because of its repercussion in the mass customisation. The final customers 

could choose diverse types of floor and this includes that some customers could choose several types of 

floor for different rooms inside their houses. Also, this situation gets complicated and makes planning 

difficult because it requires a very high level of knowledge and control about the state of the execution 

of the works, concretely regarding the access of real time to this information because it exists too much 

variability and heterogeneity and human errors could increase considerably and therefore, increases the 

costs of execution and delays delivery deadlines laid out. On the other hand, it is possible that it is not 

known all of the proper procedures for each option of flooring or passing from one to another in a short 

period of time could derive in the inanition of some the steps. 

Last Planner is a new technique of planning, used in Lean Construction that has broadly demonstrated 

its benefits in relation with efficiency and productivity. Nevertheless this is a complex process which 

implies a systematic methodology and a high level of coordination between the Construction Company 

and the different subcontractors. Also the information of planning carried out is realised in an extensive 

murals on the wall with the use of sticky’s, which this information should be consulted in person. The 

election of the floor process has been because of different reasons. The flooring in a mass customisation 

model is a complex task due to the variability of the types of floor and therefore, to different procedures 

used for its execution. 

The use of BPM as a management strategy to integrate other solutions has increased the benefits 

provided individually. In this sense, the use case was performed using the BPM open source Bonita BPM 

system (version 3.8). Firstly it has been done the modeling of the mentioned processes by using the 

standard modeling of business processes called BPMN (Figures 8 and 9). 
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Figure 8. Weekly Work Plan BPMN model. 

 

Figure 9. Flooring process BPMN model. 
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The process modeling has allowed us to achieve the following principles and their associated benefits: 

 Standardization. It is a Lean principle that is increased with its realization by a standard modeling 

easily understandable by any role of the organization and based on a formal language that enables 

its automation. In both processes it will allow to stakeholders know what to do, how and by whom. 

Furthermore, in the case of the flooring, it has been done a redesign of the processes as a good 

practice based on the different techniques recommendations and the experience of several  

site managers. 

 Another important aspect is the principle of processes composition in which BPMN is based. 

Modifications or link some processes with others is a very agile task that allows changing the 

behavior of a process in minutes. Any anomaly in the process could be rectified in a very short 

space of time, reducing the number of errors by the same problem. Furthermore, each 

subcontractor could include its own modeled processes, facilitating the integration and 

incorporation of its system with the one of the builder. Another Lean principle that is facilitated 

thanks to the use of BPM. 

 In this first phase of modeling, another important Lean principle that has allowed implement 

Bonita BPM, is the tack time. The tack time is the time required to perform a task depending on 

the time available for the entire process. To determine this time is essential to control more 

accurately the progress of the work execution. In fact, as we shall see, automatically we will get 

information in real time about what tasks are not being done on time, which can help the site 

manager to identify problems early. 

From the process modeling has been done the implementation of each of the tasks that compose the 

process, with particular emphasis on the needs of usability and accessibility in the built environment. 

Firstly it has been developed a very flexible software tool that implements the Weekly Work Plan 

Process, till now performed manually. The entry point of this process is an event that is automatically 

launched every week, notifying everyone involved that must be met for the weekly schedule. This 

meeting could be virtual since they share a collaborative environment (Figure 10), involving 

considerable savings with respect to traditional methods. This planning is done starting from the tasks 

to be performed according to the 6 Weeks Look Ahead Schedule process. The environment implements 

a canvas and sticky’s metaphor and includes a panel which allows using a simple drag and drop process 

to distribute tasks during the week, assign actors and specify the location where it must be carried out. 

At all times the user will have visual aids that reflect the state of the task. 

Each task has an associated BPM process that establishes how to be executed and marks the execution 

time of the task from the tack time of each of the component tasks. Once planning is closed, the site 

manager can launch the process associated to each task, allowing the beginning of the execution of 

construction processes. In the tool these activities shall include a mark on the image that represents the 

task, enabling visualization at any time and from any location and device. 

As shown in the Figure 10, for the same day of the week, Monday, it has been planned different types 

of floor to be executed. The execution of each process starts a series of events that would notify to the 

responsible of the tasks what to do together with the additional information for its management. These 

are human tasks, so to integrate the workers with the system devices have been used to facilitate 

interaction, offering a friendly, usable and simple interface. In this case we have done a prototype using 
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platforms such us a smartwatch and a smartphone, as is shown in Figure 11. As the operator is carrying 

out the tasks, the processing sequence is advanced. The task management is very simple, is focused on 

reporting the task to be done, to execute the basic actions of it (start, stop, validation, etc.…). 

 

Figure 10. Screenshot of Weekly Work Plan application embedded in Bonita BPM Plannig phase. 

 

Figure 11. User agent for system interaction. Smartwatch and smartphone versions and 

interface screenshots. 
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Once a task is closed, the system notifies the next task to the appropriate worker. When the closure 

of a task involves the completion of a process, such action will be reflected in the application the Weekly 

Work Plan, showing the image of the task with a cross over it (Figure 12). Before starting a task, an 

operator can validate that the above task has been completely finished. This action involves, in the 

terminology of the weekly work plan, a double strikethrough on the visual representation of the task and 

updating the Percent Plan Completed (PPC) (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Screenshot of Weekly Work Plan application embedded in Bonita BPM. 

Traceability phase. 

The implementation involves achieving the following principles, as is shown above in Figure 7, and 

its associated benefits to achieve the objectives of the proposal: 

Automation. This is one of the BPM fundamentals, which allows the organization to automate the 

implementation, monitoring and control of its processes through the orchestration and integration of 

Processes, systems, people and information to create uniform, streamlined, and repeatable Business 

Processes. This automation is based on a process-centric approach where automation is performed on a 

redesign of the process based on best practices. Its automation implies an increase in performance in the 

process execution and therefore greater efficiency and productivity. Furthermore, the use of everyday 

devices based on IoT paradigm, in our case connected via Rest Services to the process facilitates the 

integration of human people in the same, allowing interaction and improving the efficiency and 

integration. Finally, it has been automated through events the notifications of tasks and actions to guide 

workers in the development of their activities. All this has led to improve the understanding and learning 

of the methodologies, techniques and philosophies implemented. Information available in real time and 

ubiquity. The proposal allows access to the state of the building process at any time, allowing each 
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member involved to have complete information about it. Furthermore, such information can be consulted 

from any location and computer devices (pc’s, laptops, tables, smartphones and wareables). This means 

saves on the time execution and therefore cost, also reductions of errors due to lack of information. 

Communication, coordination and transparency. As was mentioned before, both the general 

framework of Bonita BPM and the applications developed on it, have been implemented in a 

collaborative work environment which together with the above principles of availability and ubiquity, 

enable synchronization and coordination of all stakeholders, which achieves the objectives of efficiency 

and productivity and integration. Traceability and monitoring. On one hand, the implementation of the 

Weekly Work Plan application allows for a visual feedback of the coarse-grained tasks. The automation 

of processes in Bonita BPM provides us full traceability and monitoring on the execution and the status 

of tasks, the time taken for completion, the person responsible who performed it and the task information 

that has been added. The level of detail provided is fine grained which will allow the site manager and 

work teams more precise control about each task. In this way it is possible to detect in real time the 

deviations of daily, and weekly planning and longer term planning the tack time defined (Figure 13). In 

fact, the system notifies the responsible any deviation on the tack time. All this information can be accessed 

from anywhere with different devices representing a complete knowledge about the execution of the work 

that influences in productivity, efficiency, and together with the composition, agile change management. 

 

Figure 13. Bonita portal screenshot. Traceability and monitoring of flooring process. 

7. Conclusions, Contributions and Future Work 

In this paper we have presented a theoretical model for managing the execution of the work aimed at 

achieving carry out mass customization paradigm in traditional construction. 
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We have implemented a prototype model which has allowed showing its viability and has highlighted 

how the implementation of a representative set of techniques achieve the objectives of mass 

customization such as efficiency, productivity, agility and change management integration. 

The main contributions of this work can be summarized in: 

 It is the first time that BPM is applied to the field of construction in general, and the execution of 

the works, in particular. BPM allows achieving the principles of standardization, automation, 

agility, flexibility, integration. On the other hand, it is a generic framework that allows brings 

together and promotes the benefits of other strategies and to align management philosophies to 

align with information technology. 

 It has been done an integral management model for mass customization in the execution of the 

work, particularly for traditional construction from the current management models. 

 It has been carried out an integration of Lean and BPM paradigms; in particular, it has been 

automated using Bonita BPM a part of the Last Planner process (Weekly Work Plan). Until now 

there were some theoretical proposals offering the synergy benefits of these strategies, but none of 

them are focused on the specific area of construction. 

 It has been incorporated everyday items based on the paradigm IoT to facilitate the integration of 

the construction actors in the process automation. Due to the characteristics of the work 

environment, have been selected devices such as wareables with transparency features, usability, 

flexibility and accessibility. 

 A redesign and standardization of the flooring process has been presented through the BPMN 

modelling language. 

Currently, we are working on the implementation of new processes and modules of the proposed 

model, including Six Sigma strategy, in order to include them in the present approach. 

Over this implementation, as future lines of work, we are going to develop an ontology of the building 

execution standard core processes, allowing the dynamic and automatic generation of the full process 

from customer’s choices. In addition, this study is considered the first step to derive a global model that 

integrates the entire value chain for the construction, from the design stage to the delivery of the property. 
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